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Introduction

The Police and Fire Reform (Scotland) Act 2012 provides a framework for local scrutiny arrangements between 
Police Scotland, the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service and the Local Authority. This report provides members of 
the North Lanarkshire Community Safety Partnership Forum with an update in respect of policing in North 

Lanarkshire and affords members an opportunity to consider how effectively police are working alongside 
partners to collectively improve local communities.  

Matters considered in this report include statistical information from Police Scotland regarding the council area to 
assess effectiveness of the local police plan in terms of the priorities, performance and community engagement.  
It also includes some qualitative data to give an oversight of activities which are taking place across the authority 
area.

The presentation of the report reflects the priorities outlined in the Local Police Plan 2020 – 2023, which is 
summarised on the following page.

It is important to recognise that responding to the public health emergency due to COVID-19 has naturally 
disrupted our communities and their patterns of behaviour.  As we strive towards a new normality, we note that 
these changes, whether required by legislative restrictions or caused by other factors, will break our normal 
statistical timelines, presenting difficulties in the coming year when we seek to compare year to year trends in 

respect of crimes and offences.  As such, we will seek to provide a wider context rather than relying on 
quantitative data alone, recognising that this will not allow fair or realistic comparisons to the previous year’s 
events.

As we consider our future reporting, this is a matter which will remain under review and which might be worthy of 
discussion to ensure clarity and effective scrutiny in the year to come.
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Local Police Plan on a Page

Public Protection and 
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Housebreaking
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Reducing the Harm
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Misuse
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service
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Reducing Violence and Disorder

There have been six murders since April 2020, occurring in
Chapelhall, Airdrie, Wishaw, Newmains and Coatbridge. These
crime are not linked and have all been detected.

Crimes of violence and disorder are significantly down whilst
detection rates have improved. Serious assaults decreased by
almost 21% whilst the detection rate increased to 86.3% (up
16.7%). Additionally, whilst common assaults decreased by 6.5%
the detection rate rose to 73.9% (up 3.4%).

23.9% of common assaults (671 offences) relate to assaults
against emergency workers (predominantly police officers). 202
assaults against emergency workers involved biting, spitting and
coughing. Whilst no person should be subjected to an assault,
during the current pandemic this type of assault is unacceptable
and often results in the officers being required to self-isolate whilst
COVID-19 test results are awaited. Clearly this impacts on their
private life and that of their families.

Robberies and assaults with intent to rob dropped by 25% this
period and almost three quarters were detected (73%). All
robbery reports are reviewed and scrutinised so any emerging

trends can be quickly identified and tasked accordingly.

6 murders since April 2020. 
Up 3 on YTD last year

10.5% reduction in 
crimes of violence

Serious Assaults decreased 
by 20.8% (50 fewer)

Robbery & Assault with 

Intent to Rob decreased 
by 25% (21 fewer)
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Crimes of violence and disorder remain a priority with significant
resource committed to their investigation. All reports are
investigated and considerable efforts are made to bring the
individuals responsible to justice whilst supporting those affected.
Due to the pandemic, the majority of violent crimes took place

indoors with alcohol being a contributing factor.



Vandalism has fallen, 
reducing by 11.3% 
(278 fewer crimes)

Detection rates for 
Hate Crime rose by 

7.9% to 76%

Hate Crimes are unacceptable in any society and are
investigated thoroughly. Detection rates for hate

crimes rose to 76% (up 7.9%). Almost a third of hate
crimes are directed at police officers (29%). 14.7% are
committed during neighbour disputes and 14.1% when
customers abuse retail staff. In Lanarkshire Division
58.8% of hate crimes involve a racist element followed
by 28.8% involving a homophobic element.

In November 2020, Cumbernauld Community Police
ran a six week action plan to tackle antisocial

behaviour in conjunction with the Sanctuary Housing
Association. This involved joint visits, increased patrols
and engagement through local community
groups. The action taken saw a 74% decrease in
reports of anti-social behaviour. Other benefits for the
local community were a clean up of common closes
and surrounding areas with the buy in from local

residents and assistance of NLC cleansing services. The
success of the action plan has resulted in similar
approaches being introduced in other local areas.

Reducing Violence and Disorder
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Due to the introduction of COVID-19 Regulations there
has been a substantial increase in complaints
recorded in the category of disorder. This is because
reports of suspected breaches of the regulations are
also categorised under the same recording code.
Scrutiny reveals that reports of ‘traditional’ ASB are
comparable with previous years.

Joint visits with Sanctuary Housing



Public Protection and Protecting People at Risk of Harm

69 additional sexual crimes 
were reported to Police 

(277 relate to online activity 
and social media) 

The number of sexual crimes reported has increased compared to the same
period last year (69 additional crimes). This reflects a complex landscape
including increased confidence in reporting to the police and a prevalence of
cyber-enabled crimes. It should be noted that 42.4% of the crimes refer to
communications offences and the sharing of intimate images online. During the
pandemic there has been an increase in such reports. Lanarkshire Community
Safety Officers have provided awareness inputs and video messages to the
highlight the risks around social media with a focus on preventing occurrence in
the future.
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1.4% increase in 
detections rate for crimes 

and offences in domestic 
abuse incidents

Lanarkshire Division is committed to protecting victims of domestic abuse and as
a result have established a dedicated Safeguarding Team which comprises of a
Detective Sergeant and four specialist officers. Their remit is to ensure all possible

safeguarding options are considered for victims, including visiting those assessed
as being at high risk of abuse, carrying out further assessments, making disclosures
to those whose partner has a history of abuse and ensuring victims are signposted
to support agencies. The creation of this team is seen as another example of the
Division’s focus upon tackling domestic abuse.

During the period April 2020 – December 2020 Lanarkshire Division have dealt
with 1,113 Missing Person reports:

• 52.5% were male, 47.5% female
• 676 (60.7%) related to young people aged 10 - 19 years. 296 – or 43.8% of

these reports related to looked after young people.

• 47 (4.2%) related to people aged 60 years or more
• 92 (8.3%) were classified as High Risk missing person enquiries



Lanarkshire’s Road Policing Officers continue to focus upon driver
behaviour, seeking to improve it through education and enforcement.
The pandemic resulted in a significant decrease in traffic on the roads,
however, there has been an increase in detections for dangerous
driving, speeding, disqualified driving and insurance offences. The
increased detections in some categories can be attributed to officers
now having handheld mobile devices and the increased capability of
community police due to partnership approaches.

There were 220 fewer people injured as a result of road accidents in
North Lanarkshire:

• 36.1% fewer people seriously injured
• 66.9% fewer people slightly injured
• 30.0% fewer children seriously injured

This will likely have been aided by a reduction in traffic during the
lockdown period.

• 8.6% increase in detected
speeding offences

• 42.5% increase in detected
insurance offences

• 36.1% increase in detected
dangerous driving offences
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Officers continue to refer persons aged 16 years and over to the Distress Brief Intervention (DBI) third sector service
where wellness and distress management planning, supported connections and signposting is offered. Officers
made a total of 368 referrals during 2020. The Community Triage Service, provided in partnership with NHS
Lanarkshire, has been expanded and is now available 24/7 to those age 18 years and over, experiencing a mental
health episode.

This service allows quicker access to a Psychiatric Liaison Nurse and follow up support. It further allows more
informed risk assessments in relation to individuals’ mental health and reduces police presentations at A&E.

485 calls have been made to Community Triage during 2020.

Public Protection and Protecting People at Risk of Harm



Tackling Housebreaking and Acquisitive Crime

Theft By 

Housebreaking has 
decreased 

significantly by 
22.0%.  

Theft by housebreaking crimes have decreased by 22% during this period.

Lanarkshire Division continues to engage with the community and raise
awareness of any trends on social media. In November Shotts and
Cumbernauld Police Scotland Youth Volunteers (PSYV) undertook a
leaflet drop, in areas that have a higher prevalence of housebreaking
and thefts to provide crime prevention and home security advice. This
activity was amplified by our online activity when Lanarkshire Safer
Community officers held a ‘LIVE AGAIN’ evening, allowing questions and
queries on the topic of Home Security and Scams to be answered online.

Theft By Shoplifting 
decreased by 

41.8% and 
detection rates 

have increased by 
12% throughout the 

period. 

In December 2020, officers responded to a report of a stolen vehicle.

Subsequent enquiries resulted in the identification of a premises used to
dismantle stolen cars. Six stolen vehicles were recovered and the
operation disrupted.

In November 2020, officers dealt with a spate of distraction thefts and
attempted frauds at a sheltered housing complex in the Clarkston area.
Through diligent enquiries and engaging with the vulnerable victims and
wardens a prolific thief who operates nationally was identified and
arrested.

In October 2020, Airdrie officers carried out extensive enquiries into the
theft of large quantities of diesel from commercial premises throughout
the Lanarkshire area. A 32 year old male was arrested for a number of
housebreakings and theft from motor vehicles.
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In December 2020, officers dealt with two properties being broken into,
whereby both householders had been threatened with knives and
Christmas presents stolen. Diligent enquiries resulted in the execution of a
search warrant and recovering all of the stolen property. A 25 year old
male and a 32 year old have been arrested with one male remanded to

prison pending trial.



Reducing Harm Caused by Substance Misuse

A total of £2,725,000 
worth of cash and 

criminal assets have 
been seized under 

the Proceeds of 
Crime Act (POCA).

In October 2020, Wishaw officers executed a drugs warrant and
recovered a quantity of cocaine, mixing agent and a hydraulic

press used to prepare drugs for supply. A 30 year old male was
arrested for being concerned in the supply of controlled drugs.

In October 2020, Motherwell officers executed a drugs warrant in
the Motherwell area and recovered 3 kg of heroin and valium. A
31 year old male was arrested for being concerned in the supply
of controlled drugs.

In November 2020, Wishaw officers executed a drugs warrant in
the Craigneuk area and recovered a cultivation containing 680
cannabis plants valued at £400,000. A 25 year old male was
arrested.

In December 2020, Airdrie officers executed a drugs warrant in
the Coatbridge area and recovered a quantity of heroin and
cocaine. A 23 year old male and 19 year old female were
arrested for being concerned in the supply of controlled drugs.
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In October 2020, Airdrie officers executed a drugs warrant in the
Gartcosh area and recovered a quantity of cocaine and cash. A
39 year old male was arrested for being concerned in the supply
of controlled drugs and a quantity of cash seized under the
Proceeds of Crime Act.

In November 2020, Airdrie officers executed a drugs warrant in
the Plains area and recovered a quantity of cocaine and a
quantity of cash was seized under the Proceeds of Crime Act.
Subsequent enquires resulted in three males and two females
being arrested.

Drugs with a street 

value of over 

£2.7million has been 

taken off the streets 
of Lanarkshire



Public Confidence & Local Engagement

Lanarkshire Partnership against Rural Crime (LPARC) is now established and meets
quarterly online due to current restrictions. Partners include SEPA, the National

Farmers Union, local councils and Scottish Land and Estates. The aim is to share
information and identify crime trends to drive down rural crime. Information is
shared nationally and also cross borders through Operation Hawkeye. Community
safety officers physically visit victims of rural crime and offer security advice at a
social distance and the divisions fleet of quad bikes are regularly deployed as a
deterrent and reassurance.

Public Confidence (April 2020 – Dec 2020)

No. of Complaints about Police 256

Ratio (Complaints : 10000 Incidents) 34.6

Total Allegations Recorded 481

- On Duty

- Off Duty

- Quality of Service

363

0

118

As part of the Local Resilience Partnership (LRP) Lanarkshire Division is committed to
engaging with partners from a number of agencies and sectors. The LRP focusses
on all services supporting the response to the COVID pandemic and routinely
considers the wider concurrent risks which might affect the Lanarkshire community
e.g. adverse weather, flooding and Brexit. It continues to contribute to discussions
on these matters. To date, no issues have required to be escalated to the National
Coordination Centre.

PSYV Lanarkshire undertook a reverse advent calendar initiative to support local
foodbanks, the theory behind the initiative that volunteers put one item away per
day from the shopping list provided. This received recognition from Scottish
Government. All charities were delighted with the engagement and the donations

made. The charities involved where:

• Shotts PSYV - Pauls Parcels, local food poverty action group supplying food for
over 50 families in Shotts, Harthill, Salsburgh, Hartwood and Allanton.

• Cumbernauld PSYV - Freedom City Church/Cumbernauld Foodbank. Supported
the bags of joy initiative, supporting 50 local families.
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Looking Ahead

As we continue to respond to the public health emergency that COVID-19 represents, we are also focussing on 
what lies ahead over the coming months.

We are hopeful that our collective efforts to turn the tide against COVID-19, combined with a continued focus on 
vaccination will start to see our communities enter a phase of recovery and renewal.  Simultaneously, we see the 
beginning of seasonal changes which for all services, including policing, brings with it differing challenges as we 

see lighter nights returning and the weather improving (gradually!).

These concurrent changes mean we need to be alive to a changing dynamic.  Having benefited from 
reductions in crimes across a number of areas as a result of sustained effort and the increased restrictions caused 
by COVID-19 regulations, we may gradually see this shift towards a new normality.  As our communities open 
back up, so too, do opportunities for criminals.

With this in mind, it is now more important than ever to double our efforts around prevention activities, 
maintaining the strong trust and confidence that the vast majority of the public have in policing in Scotland.  As 
such, we will continue to work collaboratively whilst ensuring we listen to, and engage with our communities and 
their elected representatives.  As we move into the 2021/22 year, we will be delivering a series of focussed 
operations and activities, tackling the four priorities outlined in our Local Police Plan.  As we do so, we will 
communicate these through a range of mediums to ensure wider awareness across Lanarkshire.

There is no doubt that in the coming months all of our services will be required to sustain their efforts and we must 

counter complacency.  Police Scotland’s Lanarkshire Division will continue to collectively contribute, in order to 
improve outcomes for all of our communities.
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Serious Violent Crime and Public Protection 

  

April 
2020 
–Dec 
2020 

April 
2019 – 
Dec 
2019 

Victims % Change  

Total No Group1: Crimes of Violence  407 455 48 
fewer -10.5% 

Murder 6 3 3 more +100.0% 

Attempted Murder  13 10 3 more +30.0% 

Serious Assault detection rate  86.3% 69.6%  +16.7% 

Serious Assault  190 240 50 
fewer -20.8% 

Robbery detection rate  73.0% 75.0%  -2.0% 

Robbery 63 84 21 
fewer -25.0% 

Common assault detection rate 73.9% 70.5%  +3.4% 

Common assault 2,798 2,991 193 
fewer -6.5% 

Total Crimes and offences in domestic abuse 
incidents  1,919 1,917  0.1% 

Total crimes and offences in domestic abuse 
incidents detection rate  66.9% 65.5%  +1.4% 

Number of Sexual Crimes 653 584 69 
more +11.8% 

Sexual Crimes detection rate  52.5% 51.9%  +0.6% 

Number of rapes 97 91 6 more +6.6% 

Rape detection rate  50.5% 59.3%  -8.8% 

Number of statutory stop and searches conducted  3,481  

Number of positive statutory stop and searches 1,082  

Anti-social Behaviour and Hate Crime 

Number of complaints regarding disorder **    

Hate Crime and offences detection rate 76.0% 68.1%  +7.9% 

Vandalism & Malicious Mischief detection rate  26.4% 26.8%  -0.4% 

Vandalism & Malicious Mischief 2,175 2,453 278 
fewer -11.3% 

Number of detections for Consuming Alcohol in a 
designated place (where appropriate byelaws 
exist) 

696 552  +26.1% 

Acquisitive Crime 
Theft by housebreaking (including attempts) 
detection rate  22.5% 19.9%  +2.6% 

Theft by housebreaking (including attempts) 587 753 166 
fewer -22.0% 

Theft by shoplifting detection rate  73.9% 61.8%  +12.1% 

Theft by shoplifting  941 1,616 675 
fewer -41.8% 
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Road Safety 
People Killed 4 4 Same 

number 0.0% 

People Seriously injured 50 79 29 fewer -36.1% 

People Slightly Injured  93 281 188 
fewer -66.9% 

Children (aged<16) Killed 0 0 None - 

Children (aged<16) Seriously Injured 7 10 3 fewer -30.0% 

Dangerous driving  162 119  +36.1% 

Speeding   875 806  +8.6% 

Disqualified driving  100 88  +13.6% 

Driving Licence 329 297  +10.8% 

Insurance  1,046 734  +42.5% 

Seat Belts 48 96  -50.0% 

Mobile Phone 93 86  +8.1% 
Serious Organised Crime and Drugs  

Number of detections for drugs supply, drugs 
productions, drugs cultivation 

199 

 
200  -0.5% 

Public Confidence 

April 2019 – February 2020 

  

  

Number of Complaints 
about the Police 

Number of Complaints 
per 10,000 Police 
Incidents 

Complaints received about the Police 256 34.6 

  

  

On Duty 
Allegations 

Off Duty 
Allegations 

Quality of 
Service 
Allegation 

Total 
Number of  
Allegations 

Total Allegations Recorded 363 0 118 481 

 


